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More minor comments are that the uncontrolled crossing over Howes Lane should be a parallel crossing. This would 
obviate the need to upgrade this to a parallel crossing later. There should also be pedestrian priority over the 
entrance to the farm and footpath on the northern side (see LTN1/20 Fig 1.1 and Bicester LCWIP p.30).

3. FINAL SCHEME (FIGURE 1.4, P.25, APPENDIX U, P.531)

The applicant's •nal scheme similarly fails to adhere to OCC's current highways approach in that the provision for 
walking and cycling is woeful. Our previous detailed comments have been almost en•rely ignored. A crucial crossing 
at the desire line at the mouth of Howes Lane / A4095 (West) is en•rely absent. A more ac•ve friendly solu•on such 
as a 'Dutch' style mini-roundabout at this point as suggested above would be much more e•ec•ve in delivering 
OCC's highway policy objec•ves.

The applicant's •nal proposed scheme is hugely idiosyncra•c and has li•le coherence. There are a number of very 
odd design choices which will make it di•cult and peculiar for pedestrians and cycles to navigate, par•cularly elderly 
and vulnerable users such as the blind and par•ally sighted.

In par•cular, it is widely accepted that cycle paths should be oriented adjacent to the motor vehicle carriageway 
with pedestrians oriented further away unless impera•ve reasons jus•fy a departure from this principle. This is so 
accepted that departure from this is akin to expec•ng drivers to drive on the right hand side of the road rather than 
the le•. This should to be corrected. The designer has a•empted to reduce the number of con•ict points by 
depar•ng from the orthodox expecta•ons, but this has not been successful in that there are numerous points where 
there is no legi•mate way for pedestrians/cyclists to access the pedestrian/cycle paths from the shared paths. It is 
something of a mess, but could be •xed by switching to an orthodox arrangement with shared space at the landing 
areas of each of the crossings, and for each transi•on between the shared paths and segregated paths.

Likewise, it is essen•al that bu•ers be provided between the ac•ve travel paths and the motor vehicle carriageway 
(see LTN1/20 Table 6-1). This is also essen•al to provide a wai•ng area for those wai•ng to cross at the parallel 
crossings.
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The ghost islands are not recommended as they have no bene•t for tra•c movements below 12,000, they make 
movements from the minor arm more di•cult, and they lead to an increase in collisions (Windass, 2015). These 
should really be removed.

Incidentally, the applicant refers to '•ger' crossings, but this terminology is no longer in use. It is assumed that the 
applicant is referring to 'parallel' crossings.

4. PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLE PATHS (APPENDIX B, P.32)

The intersec•on of the segregated pedestrian and cycle paths is quite odd. The radii seem to be 0, making turning 
very di•cult and collisions quite likely. The radii on the corners need to be increased substan•ally and the 
transi•ons between the segregated paths and the shared intersec•ons needs to be increased. LTN1/20 would 
suggest a corner radius of to 15m or more (Table 5-7).

5. NEW JUNCTIONS (APPENDIX C, P.34)

The new junc•ons proposed do not comply with either OCC's policies or LTN1/20 in that pedestrians and cyclists are 
expected to give way at minor junc•ons. This needs to be corrected. Ideally there would also be a setback so that 
turning cars can wait without blocking the highway.

The design is also very idiosyncra•c in that the bu•er is between the pedestrian and cycle paths, rather than 
between the ac•ve travel paths and the motor vehicle carriageway. This should be corrected, with a suitable division 
between the ac•ve travel paths such as a Cambridge kerb.

6. ACTIVE TRAVEL LINK (APPENDIX D, P.36)

This junc•on is somewhat be•er, though the bu•er to the motor vehicle highway appears rather narrow. A bu•er of 
1m+ would be preferable. The radii on the corners are also very •ght, and should really be 15m+ as per LTN1/20.

7. ACTIVE TRAVEL LINK (APPENDIX E, P.38)

As above, this junc•on is be•er, but the bu•ers are rather narrow, and the corner radii are much too small and 
should be increased to 15m+.

8. NEW JUNCTION (APPENDIX F, P.40)

This junc•on provides a 2-way cycle path. As such, the lack of any setback near Hawkwell Farm Co•ages is a huge 
safety risk for cyclists. There needs to be a full setback here.

There are some bu•ers, but there needs to be bu•ers in all areas so as to provide wai•ng areas for users wai•ng to 
cross the road.

Corner radii are too small again.

There needs to be a cycle path next to the pedestrian path, otherwise cyclists will simply cycle on the pedestrian 
path.

9. RAILWAY ACTIVE TRAVEL PATH (APPENDIX H, P.44 et seq)

The Bicester LCWIP speci•es that this route (now BR6) is a segregated. A shared path, one of the alterna•ves as 
suggested by the applicant, would not be compliant with policy.

10. NEW JUNCTIONS (APPENDIX I, P.48)
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The applicant's proposal for Dutch style 'simultaneous green' junc•ons is commendable. However, there are s•ll 
some idiosyncrasies with the design.

The applicant could increase motor vehicle capacity at the junc•on by decoupling the pedestrian and cycle 
movements by pu•ng in a median island for pedestrians but not for cycles.

The bu•ers between the pedestrian and cycle paths is again very odd. The bu•er should be between the ac•ve 
travel paths and the motor vehicle carriageway as per standard design. This would also provide wai•ng areas for 
those wai•ng to cross.

Segregated paths should be provided on all arms, otherwise cyclists will simply cycle on the pedestrian paths, to the 
annoyance and risk of pedestrians.

The 2-way priority crossing must have a full setback, or it will be a huge safety risk, par•cularly in combina•on with 
the ghost islands.

The ghost islands should be removed as they provide no real bene•t, eat up road space, and increase risk and 
collisions (Windass, 2015).

Paul Troop
Secretary
Bicester Bike Users’ Group
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